Grand Avenue Site Map

This map shows two types of sites on Grand Avenue, between State and East Streets: standing buildings (blue circle) and demolished buildings (gray squares). For standing buildings, this map key indicates if the historic use is a current or a former one. These and additional historic sites in the area may be found on our website at walknewhaven.org.

1. 5 GRAND | First Congregation Mishkan Israel, Heller & Mandelbaum Dry Goods (demolished)
2. GRAND AND ARTIZAN | Rafael Melendez Corner
3. ARTIZAN (BETWEEN COURT & GRAND) | Artizan Street School (demolished)
4. 950 GRAND | DelMonico Hatter (demolished)
5. 935 GRAND | Lucibello’s Pastry Shop
6. 915 GRAND | Unger’s Flooring
7. 907 GRAND | Kruger’s Furniture and Appliance (demolished)
8. 765 GRAND | Perelmutter’s Department Store (demolished)
9. 879-81 GRAND | The Terese Furniture Company (demolished)
10. 857 GRAND | San Carlino Theater (former)
11. 830 GRAND | Orchowsky Butcher Shop (former)
12. GRAND AND JEFFERSON | Lenzi Park
13. 31 JEFFERSON | The Boys Club (former)
14. 16 BRADLEY | Congregation Mogen David (Bradley Street Shul) (demolished)
15. 751 GRAND | Miller’s Clothes (demolished)
16. 785 GRAND | Shanley Dry Goods (former)
17. 724 GRAND | Lender’s Bagel Factory (former)
18. 624 GRAND | St. Patrick’s Church (demolished)
19. GRAND (BETWEEN I-91 & WALLACE) | Farnam Courts (former)
20. 686 GRAND | Rosner’s Grocery Store (demolished)
21. 664 GRAND | Ferraro’s Market (former)
22. 615 GRAND | Sisk Brothers Funeral Home (demolished)
23. 654-6 GRAND | Marzullo’s Bakery (former)
24. 137-9 WALLACE | Lillian’s Paradise (demolished)
25. 133 HAMILTON | New Haven Clock Company (former, partially demolished)